What drives you, drives us.

DCU 220

For over 125 years, Bosch innovations have been keeping vehicles

Heavy duty tablet PC

on the road and getting people to and from their destinations while
improving safety and peace of mind along the way.
Bosch Automotive Aftermarket offers workshops and retailers a
comprehensive portfolio of products that is unmatched worldwide:

The DCU 220 is the latest and toughest tablet PC from Bosch. It is fully compatible with the
ff Efficient diagnostics

KTS 5xx modules, the new FSA 500 or other Windows based Bosch hardware.

ff Innovative workshop equipment
ff Quick, reliable delivery
ff The world's most comprehensive range of both new and
remanufactured spare parts

Replace batteries
Dust and splash
proof (IP 54)
Touch screen

ff Workshop concepts to meet every requirement

without interuption during

ff Comprehensive training

regular operation (hot swap
function). Two identical

One battery

lithium-ion batteries included

sufficient to
continue operation

Large 13.3" display

in the workshop

for ease of use

ff Targeted sales and marketing support
ff A competent service hotline
ff 24-hour online workshop services
When it comes to scheduling, organising, and finding results, our
solutions are combined with additional services to ensure your needs
will be perfectly met, helping you to maximise your potential.

Recessed USB
connection
to enable protected
connection of a dongle

Wireless
integrated Bluetooth,
WLAN and digital camera

Tough housing
for workshop use

Guided troubleshooting
Detailed test information integrated
with diagnostics.

Robert Bosch Limited
PO Box 98
Uxbridge
UB9 5HN
www.bosch-workshopworld.co.uk

KTS diagnostics range
Control unit diagnosis and
vehicle system analysis

Our knowledge, your success

KTS 5xx Range

New! KTS 940 Range

Bosch diagnostics equipment

Safe, convenient and fast

The complete solution

More complex systems in vehicles require increasingly more qualified diagnosis for professional repair
and maintenance. Bosch offers workshop system know-how, technical information, test devices,
technical training and spare parts to original specification quality.

The KTS 5xx range allows you to use Bosch diagnostics on the DCU130 or your own
Windows based computer or laptop. Bluetooth technology for easy connection to vehicle.

Economical diagnostic solution

KTS 940:
Simply reliable
ECU diagnostics

2 Channel-scope

Use with your existing workshop computer

(KTS 570 only)

DCU130 tablet PC with KTS 540
bluetooth module

Strong and lightweight

▶	Full diagnostic functions – Read
fault codes, view live data, perform
actuator tests and carry out special
functions including injector coding, DPF
regeneration, steering angle initialisation
and brake bleeding.

Ideal for workshop or mobile use

Fully upgradable
CAN-interface (automatic
pin selection)

Latest
technology
inside
Pass-thru ready
(J2534 compliant)

We are only just getting started,
where others stop
The KTS range from Bosch is a series of ECU

Fix it fast with KTS and ESI[tronic] software

diagnostic tools that have been developed over

The KTS 5xx tools can all be used in

the past 20 years and are powered by ESI[tronic]

conjunction with our ESI[tronic] repair

software, which is updated periodically.

instructions to give a complete diagnostic

Bluetooth
Wireless connection, diagnostics
without connecting cables

solution.
The tools can be used for the most basic functions
from reading fault codes and resetting service lights to
in depth diagnostics including oscilloscopes and the

KTS 540

KTS 570

latest pass-thru compatibility. The latest technologies

Diagnostics module with wireless

Same as the KTS 540 but additionally

are covered including hybrid systems, air suspension,
lighting, Start/Stop, DPF and tyre monitoring.
Instant comprehensive technical support is available via
ESI[tronic] at the touch of a key or via the UK technical
support help lines manned by technical experts.

Diagnose

Troubleshoot

Repair

standard class 1 Bluetooth

with built in 2 Channel oscilloscope

KTS tool reads fault

Fault code descriptions

ESI[tronic] software

connection with a range of 100m

which can be used for in depth testing of

codes, actual values

and set values for the

quickly and clearly

as well as a 2 Channel multimeter.

electrical components.

and any other necessary system are integrated

guides you through and

system information.

into the ESI[tronic]

gives a solution to the

software.

problem.
Bosch KTS- Powered by ESI [tronic]

KTS 890:
ECU diagnostics
with separate 4
channel scope
DCU 130 tablet, KTS 540 bluetooth
module and FSA 500 scope for full
vehicle testing solution
▶	
Compact, rechargeable scope
module plus diagnostic module with
wireless link to tablet PC
▶	
Universal scope with 2 channel
(2x40MS/s) and 4 channel
mode (4x1MS/s)

